
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
MTS, software. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for MTS, software

Foster a culture of innovation by triggering and facilitating meaningful
conversations and discussions across the Platforms team
Lead the way and help the team to build IP and Value beyond the execution
and delivery requirements
Lead by example on evaluations, PoCs, Demos and be the Technical interface
from Platforms team to the outer world (Sales, Marketing, PM, OEM partners
)
Review Test Plans, Automation Design, and provide constructive feedback to
improve on quality of deliverables
Play the role of a Quality Advocate doe all development, testing, tooling and
automation activities, in the spirit of - Quality is Everyone's Responsibility
Work closely with worldwide teams in multi-sites to come up with high quality
deliveries
React quickly to new design requirements and respond with fast product
delivery
Must have strong system debugging skills
Initially responsible for leading efforts to define the details associated with a
next generation quality automation architecture and infrastructure in a Data
Center based environment
Responsible for leading efforts to define features, needs, gaps and driving
effort towards the timely delivery of automation related goals and objectives
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Strong problem solving skills and a passion for debugging complex issues
Experience supporting a high volume operations environment
Bachelors Degree in Computer Science is required, Masters preferred
Wear the hat of application developer by creating applications which exercise
nooks and crannies of services functionality
Create testing harness/infrastructure/test cases geared towards ensuring
quality is engineered right into the product and not as an after-thought
6+ years experience in requirements analysis, design, development and
testing of scalable, distributed, fault-tolerant applications


